Comprehensive data analytics for structured
and unstructured data
360Retrieve is an up-to-the-minute data analytics suite that adds value
to any organisation, in any part of their business.

This sophisticated but easy to use online data
analytics platform provides the operational
Management and Business Information an
organisation needs.
The platform gives every level of the business access
to relevant information and self-service tools,
allowing ﬂexible manipulation of data on demand.

360Retrieve puts business
intelligence at your ﬁngertips
360Retrieve’s unique ability to interrogate both
structured and unstructured data, gives an insurer
access to 100% of their business information
by turning any document or text into instantly
searchable data.

Beneﬁts include:
> No upfront license fees, as the cost is included in
the per claim pricing model for 360Siteview or
charged on a transactional basis
> Full analytics and visualisation capability
> Ability to interrogate both structured and
unstructured data
> Data can be enriched by any external
data source
> Visualisation in over 600 different ways
> Embedded self-service data analytics function.

360Retrieve can connect and extract data from
most other database types, delivering full analytics
and visualisation capability.
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Comprehensive anti-fraud system for insurers
Brings together structured and unstructured data from multiple
sources, putting the power to identify red-ﬂagged issues, in the hands
of investigators.

360Retrieve – Anti-Fraud offers:
> Unique unstructured data technology which turns
CNF’s fully searchable (equally applicable to Medical
Packs etc.)
> Ability to interrogate unstructured correspondence
alongside structured data
> Ability to establish regular search routines and internal
watch lists
> Ability to interrogate most database types whether
internal or external
> Ability to incorporate both internal and external data
sources, including commercial, sanctions and other
Government datasets.
> Access to 360’s proprietary watch lists, with persons
and organisations of interest captured from open-

Beneﬁts include:
> 45% more red-ﬂagged personal injury claims
than incumbent proprietary systems
> White noise / false positives reduced to between
4-7% for personal injury cases
> In the ﬁrst 3 months of operation a client found
27 organised fraud rings.

Call today for a demonstration

+44 (0) 1883 621 000

source data worldwide

The system goes one step beyond
link-charting, to tell you exactly what
red-ﬂagged issues you should be aware of
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